Multiuser communication scheme based on binary phase-shift keying and chaos for telemedicine.
Currently, telemedicine is levered upon the improvement in communication network technology such as Body Area Sensor Networks (BASN) to provided biomedicine solutions. Nevertheless, information security is an important issue since biomedical data is exchanged through insecure channels, which exposes private information that can be intercepted by malicious intruder. Therefore, secure communication protocols for multiuser networks in telemedicine applications are a big challenge. Recent chaos-based encryption works have been conducted in the area of medical secure communications with high security capabilities. However, none of them has considered multiuser network, which is used in several e-health applications. Up to our knowledge, the proposed protocol is the first attempt to consider this service in secure telemedicine. In this paper, we propose a novel scheme based on binary phase-shift key (BPSK) and chaos to provide information security at biosignals in a multiuser network system transmitting data over single channel. The proposed scheme uses the two-dimensional Hénon map with enhance pseudorandom sequences and CDMA technique to achieve multiuser encryption process and transmit data over a single channel. We use biosignals such as electrocardiograms (ECG) and blood pressure (PB) signals from PhisioBank ATM data base for simulation results at MatLab software. We evaluate the security and performance by determining the secret key space, secret key sensitivity, resistance against noise attack with quality analysis by using BER, MSE, and PSNR, encryption-decryption time, and throughput. In simulations tests, biosignals of ECG and BP in a BANS network are encrypted and transmitted over shared wireless channels and just authorized medical personal can retrieve such information with corresponding secret key from the cryptogram, that appears as noise to any intruder. The proposed multiuser scheme support high noise and interference attacks efficiently in contrast with classic chaos-based encryption works for telemedicine, where some scenarios are simulated with very low BER, very low MSE, and high PSNR between plain biosignals and recovered biosignals when high AWGN noise is added to encrypted-transmitted signal. In addition, the encryption process presents enough key space and high sensitivity at secret key. A comparative analysis of proposed method and recent existing works was also presented. Patients can be monitored and diagnosed opportunely remotely and all their medical information is transmitted securely to the correct specialist. Also, it is possible to transmit several electrophysiological signals in a single channel in a secure multiuser network at low cost optimizing the use of available bandwidth for telemedicine applications.